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New in TRITON AP-DATA v8.2
Updated: 2-May-2016

Version 8.2 of Forcepoint TRITON AP-DATA is a major release that resolves 
customer issues and offers several new features, including:

● TRITON AP-DATA

■ Pre-upgrade validation tool

■ Identify content that uses Windows RMS

■ New and enhanced policies and classifiers

● TRITON AP-ENDPOINT DLP

■ Monitor-only for endpoint HTTP/S on Chrome (Windows)

■ Support for S/MIME encrypted messages

■ Identify endpoint removable devices by their serial numbers

■ Analyze screen captures on Mac endpoints

■ Support Lotus Notes v9

■ Ability to turn on and off endpoint user notifications

■ Support for new cloud storage, IM, and VOIP applications in the Endpoint 
Application channel

TRITON AP-DATA

Pre-upgrade validation tool

A new pre-upgrade wizard has been added to the TRITON unified installer. If you 
have an existing TRITON AP-DATA installation when you launch the v8.2 installer, 
the wizard checks system requirements before beginning the upgrade to ensure it will 
be successful.

The upgrade wizard validates credentials for your SQL management database, 
endpoint security certificates, administrator upgrade permissions, and your database 
structure. As it proceeds, it reports whether a step succeeded or failed, or it gives you a 
warning. If there is a failure, the upgrade stops. 

If there are only warnings, you have the option to proceed with the upgrade or stop it. 
When the wizard continues, the TRITON infrastructure wizard is launched, followed 
by wizards for each installed component.

Applies To: Forcepoint TRITON AP-DATA v8.2
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Identify content that uses Windows RMS

TRITON AP-DATA can now detect Microsoft Office files that are protected by 
Windows Rights Management Services (RMS). This includes Word, Excel, 
PowerPoint and other Office documents created in Office 2007 or later. Three new 
file-type classifiers have been added for this purpose.

New and enhanced policies and classifiers

There are several new and improved policies and classifiers in v8.2. For details, refer 
to TRITON AP-DATA Predefined Policies and Classifiers.

New

● Policy, “Vietnam PII,” under the category, “PII: Personally Identifiable 
Information.”

● Dictionary classifier, “Vietnam CMND Number Support Terms.” 

● Pattern classifier, “Vietnam CMND Number.”

● Rules for the policies “Japan PII,” “Japan PIP,” and “Japan Private Information 
for Discovery” to identify Japanese Individual Numbers and Corporate Numbers.

● Six script classifiers: “Japanese Individual Numbers (Wide),” “Japanese 
Individual Numbers (Default),” “Japanese Individual Numbers Near Term,” 
“Japanese Corporate Numbers (Wide),” “Japanese Corporate Numbers (Default),” 
and “Japanese Corporate Numbers Near Term.”

● Six policies in the category “PII: Personally Identifiable Information”: “Bosnia 
and Herzegovina PII,” “Macedonia PII,” “Montenegro PII,” “Serbia PII,” 
“Slovenia PII,” and “Croatia PII.”

● Six script classifiers: “Unique Master Citizen Number (Wide),” “Unique Master 
Citizen Number (Default),” “Unique Master Citizen Number Near Term,” 
“Croatian Personal identification number (Wide),” “Croatian Personal 
identification number (Default),” and “Croatian Personal identification number 
Near Term.” 

● Three file-type classifiers: “RMS-Protected Microsoft Office File,” “Microsoft 
Office File - All Versions,” and “Microsoft Office File - Non-RMS-Protected.” 

● Two file-type classifiers: “ZIP File” and “Incomplete ZIP.”

● Four script classifiers: “Slovak and Czech Birth Numbers Near Term,” “Slovak 
and Czech Birth Numbers (Wide),” “9-Digit Slovak and Czech Birth Numbers,” 
and “10-Digit Slovak and Czech Birth Numbers.”

Improved

● Accuracy of the “Email to Competitors” classifier. 

● Accuracy of the “Email Similarity” classifier.

● Accuracy of various CCN-related script classifiers. 
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TRITON AP-ENDPOINT DLP

Monitor-only for endpoint HTTP/S on Chrome (Windows)

Web posts made with Google Chrome on Windows endpoints are only monitored and 
audited by default starting with v8.2. Policy rules that list a block action for the 
endpoint http/https channel are permitted and reported as permitted when the 
transaction is made using Google Chrome. This change does not affect endpoints 
running Apple OS X. 

The block mode was removed due to content scanning performance limitations 
introduced when Google removed support for NP-API in the Chrome extension. 

Forcepoint is planning to re-enable block mode support in a future release. In the 
interim, you can configure Application File Access monitoring for the Chrome 
browser to block files being uploaded via Chrome. For more details please see the 
article, Blocking Chrome Uploads Through Application File Access Monitoring.

Support for S/MIME encrypted messages 

Version 8.2 can now detect incidents in S/MIME encrypted messages sent from 
Outlook 2013 (Windows), Outlook 2016 (Windows), and Outlook 2016 (Mac).

Identify endpoint removable devices by their serial numbers

Removable media serial numbers are now automatically detected on Windows 
endpoints and included with your endpoint device data. (OS X support coming soon.) 
These numbers show in the incidents report and can be searched or filtered upon so 
you can identify the exact removable media device that sensitive data was transferred 
onto. 

For example, the system may show a device as ”SanDisk Cruzer Blade; 
4C530103131102119495” where “4C530103131102119495” is the device serial 
number. 
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To filter reports by device serial number, use free text under Filter by Destination.

Important

If you have existing endpoint devices in the system, they 
will not be found in report filters unless you add wildcards 
(asterisks) or serial numbers to the device details. Only 
exact matches are returned in filtered reports, and a name 
with no serial number will not be found otherwise.

The easiest solution is to navigate to Main > Policy 
Management > Resources > Endpoint Devices in the 
Data Security manager and add an asterisk to each device 
value—such as “SanDisk Cruzer Blade*”.
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Analyze screen captures on Mac endpoints

Screen capture operations—Command -Shift-3— are now detected on Mac OS X 
endpoints. Screen captures on selected endpoint applications are monitored or blocked 
based on policy. 

Support Lotus Notes v9 

IBM Notes v9 is now supported as an endpoint email channel. Email sent through this 
messaging application is analyzed and enforced based on policy. TRITON AP-DATA 
also supports IBM Notes versions 8.5.1, 8.5.2 FP4, and 8.5.3.

Ability to turn on and off endpoint user notifications 

In v8.2, administrators can turn on and off endpoint user notifications for various 
operations—such as cut/copy, paste, file access, printing, LAN, encryption, and 
copying to removable media. This setting is done for each endpoint profile.

On the Properties tab of a profile, there is a new option, File Operation Notifications, 
under Interactive Mode Options.

Support for new cloud storage, IM, and VOIP applications in the 
Endpoint Application channel

Cloud Storage Applications

■ Syncplicity (Windows and Mac)

■ ShareFile (Windows and Mac)

■ Egnyte (Windows and Mac, but only file-access on both)

■ WatchDox (Windows and Mac)

■ Salesforce Files (Windows and Mac excluding Mac 10.11.1)

IM and VOIP Applications 
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■ TeamViewer (Windows and Mac)

■ GoToMeeting (Windows and Mac, excluding file upload) 

■ Cisco WebEx (Windows and Mac)

■ Skype for Business 2016 (Windows) and Office 2011 (Mac) 

■ Miranda IM (Windows only)

For a complete list of supported endpoint applications, see Application Support with 
TRITON AP-ENDPOINT DLP.
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Requirements
Updated: 2-May-2016

Operating system support

For the operating system requirements of TRITON AP-DATA modules see the  
Deployment and Installation Center in the Forcepoint Technical Library, and click 
TRITON AP-DATA Requirements.

Hardware requirements

See the Deployment and Installation Center in the Forcepoint Technical Library for 
TRITON AP-DATA hardware requirements. Click TRITON AP-DATA Requirements 
and then scroll below the operating system table. Requirements are listed for each 
TRITON AP-DATA module.

Backward compatibility

Where indicated below, TRITON AP-DATA v8.2 can support older supplemental 
servers, agents, and endpoints. 

Supplemental servers

The TRITON management server v8.2 is fully compatible with Data Security 
supplemental servers v7.8.x and later. 

Agents

TRITON AP-DATA no longer supports the TMG agent, new or existing.

The FCI and mobile agents must be at v8.1 or later to work with v8.2 of the 
management server.

Crawlers and protectors can be running version 7.8.x or later.

Endpoint

TRITON AP-DATA v8.2 can support older endpoint versions if you upgrade your 
management server rather than un-install and re-install it from scratch. 

Applies To: Forcepoint TRITON AP-DATA v8.2
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Version 7.8.x, 8.0.x, and 8.1.x endpoints are fully compatible with the v8.2 
management server. They can accept new policies, classifiers, profiles, incidents, 
fingerprint updates, and status notifications. To take advantage of new endpoint 
features, however, they must be upgraded to v8.2. Version 8.2 does not support v7.7.x 
endpoints or earlier.

Version 8.2 endpoints can work with the following TRITON management servers and 
AP-DATA servers; however, endpoint features that were added after the manager 
release—such as support for screen captures on Mac—won’t work. Version 8.2 
endpoints will benefit from their updated operating system and browser support. 

● v7.8.4

● v8.0

● v8.0.1

● v8.1

TRITON AP-WEB

The Web Content Gateway included in TRITON AP-WEB has an on-board DLP 
policy engine. It must be at v7.8.x or later to work with TRITON AP-DATA v8.2. 

Note that TRITON AP-DATA Gateway v8.2 also includes a Web Content Gateway 
module. It is always at the same version as the management server. For more details, 
see Content Gateway appliance for web DLP and SSL decryption.

TRITON AP-EMAIL

TRITON AP-EMAIL includes an on-board DLP policy engine. It must be at v7.8.x or 
later to work with TRITON AP-DATA v8.2. 

Installation and Upgrade
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Updated: 2-May-2016

New installation

A step-by-step guide to installing TRITON AP-DATA can be found here:

● Installing TRITON AP-DATA v8.2.x

Before you begin, open Windows Control Panel and verify that the “Current language 
for non-Unicode programs” in the Administrative tab of the Region and Language 
settings is set to English. After the installation, you can change it back to the original 
language.

Upgrading TRITON AP-DATA

Data Security must be at least version 7.8.4 to in order to upgrade to 
TRITON AP-DATA v8.2. If you have an earlier version, there are interim steps to 
perform. These are shown in the table below.

Applies To: Forcepoint TRITON AP-DATA v8.2

Important
If you are installing or upgrading Forcepoint software on a 
Windows 2008 R2 machine that does not have service 
pack 1 installed, you must update to the Microsoft .NET 
Framework v4.5 before beginning. 

Your 
current 
version

Step 1 Step 2 Step 3 Step 4

7.5.x Migrate to 7.6.0 Upgrade to 7.7.2 Upgrade to 7.8.4 Upgrade to 8.2

7.6.x Upgrade to 7.7.2 Upgrade to 7.8.4 Upgrade to 8.2

7.7.x Upgrade to 7.8.4 Upgrade to 8.2

7.8.1 - 7.8.3 Upgrade to 7.8.4 Upgrade to 8.2

7.8.4 Upgrade directly
to 8.2

 

8.0.x Upgrade directly
to 8.2

8.1.x Upgrade directly
to 8.2
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Note that v8.2 includes a pre-upgrade steps in the installer to validate upgrade 
requiremetns. Helps ensure the success of your upgrade.

Step-by-step guides to upgrading your Data Security installation can be found here:

● Upgrading to TRITON AP-DATA from v7.8.x to v8.2.x

● Upgrading from v7.7 to 7.8 

● Upgrading from v7.6.x to 7.8.x

● Migrating from v7.5.x to 7.8.x

Post-upgrade

If you want to install management components for the new Email Gateway for 
Microsoft Office 365, you must run the installer a second time and choose Modify. On 
the Modify screen, select TRITON AP-EMAIL and then follow the wizard. Note that 
a VM image must be installed in the Microsoft Azure cloud as well. 
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Resolved and known issues
Updated: 2-May-2016

A list of resolved and known issues is available in the Forcepoint Technical Library. 
You must log on to My Account to view the list.

Applies To: Forcepoint TRITON AP-DATA v8.2
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